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About This Game

Solve puzzles and evade hazards by unlocking abilities as you progress through the levels on your quest to find Ruby. Abilities
include splitting and stretching, smashing through floors and sticking to walls, launching objects or even your other half!

Gumstein: The Awakening is a 2D platform game that focuses on dexterity and puzzle-solving to advance through the levels.
Unlock new abilities as you progress. Each new ability adds a new dimension for solving puzzles and getting through obstacles.
Test your ambidexterity with Gumstein’s split ability as you navigate levels and solve puzzles using both halves (sometimes at

the same time). Depending on the difficulty level you select, Gumstein can be a casual puzzle solving game, or give you an
adrenaline rush as you race to beat the clock on the hardest difficulty of this intense and complex puzzle platform game.
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Title: Gumstein: The Awakening
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
PAIN Games
Publisher:
PAIN Games
Release Date: 30 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel core i5 (or equivalent)

Graphics: On board

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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A very nice quick "horror-ish" game. Good for it's price IMO. But it needs A LOT of work. The game itself is quite laggy and
there are some texture issues throughout the game. Also, there are some corners that are ridiculously unnecessarily dark. But
good try though. Needs more polishing, more interesting puzzles and more errie-ness.. Simply amazing. For that price, damn, I
would sell my kidney for it.. Awesome game! Addicting, difficult and something different.

Would be cool if there was online coop, but nonetheless, I like playing this between work and studies for a break. The graphics
are good as well as the physics. Can become quite nerve wrecking when you get swarmed and realise you are trapped..
Massively EA.

It'll get you about ~10 minutes or so of gameplay from start to finish that is severely unpolished in just about every aspect save
for the combat which is a half-decent reminder of Dark Souls.

Even though the price is only a quid and this project is marked as Early Access, it still doesn't validate it as an actual game.
There's just not enough content and diversity to speak of an actual game over say a work-in-progress [insert game engine]
project that someone fiddled around with for a couple of hours, mashing some stuff together to see if it works.

Could this become a very nice Souls-inspired Indie game some day if it received continues updating and polishing for a lengthy
period of time? Perhaps. Right now it just isn't enough to be considered a game any more than a display of progress.. Wow!
This was an absolutley stunning game. Thouroughly enjoyed it from start to finish. The ending was so good. Really great work!.
I'm eagerly awaiting a sequel to Among The Sleep, but I'm afraid this isn't quite it...as much as it tries to be. It also bears a
certain resemblance to the recent The Assignment DLC released for The Evil Within, but at the end of the day, this brief foray
into full-blown horror-stealth territory is nowhere near as inspired as either of the aforementioned titles, and significant only as
a definite first in the ever-ageing Resident Evil franchise. The character-switching mechanics, furthermore, are rendered almost
pointless by the fact that the only abilities which "Dark Natalia" has are ones which normal Natalia USED to have, but now
curiously seems to have lost (guess that's just what happens when you have a dark doppelganger following you around).

  Mind you, it's a hell of an improvement over the other RER2 DLC, The Struggle, but that's like saying that Shea LaBeouf is a
better actor than Keanu Reeves. Don't get me wrong, this is a long, long way from "bad" - heck, I actually rather enjoyed it - but
I'd hardly recommend it in and of its own right, especially at full price. If, on the other hand, you got this 'cause you bought the
parent game as the Complete Season or Box Set, then take this as a definite recommendation to start 'er up, since you already
own it and may as well give the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er a go anyhoo. Nice, but only at a close-to-non-existent price...

Verdict: 7.5\/10.. Looks very promising. I gotta say its a decent trailer but its not good enough to call it self worth it, I mean
heres a list
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+Real moments that happened in cs:go

-Over dramatic in a way where you miss take what cs:go is

+There list is somewhat accurate to the team of how good or bad they are, Its seperated to "Legends" and "Challengers,"

-The trailer doesnt suit beginners of how cs:go is

-The scenes they used dramaticaly (as I said) but the kills that they have gotten were on base, pure luck cause this is serious
(besides the aimlocks in some tournaments).

All in all I wouldnt suit this for the new to cs:go player, rather you can aim it towards the novice(i mean they have some-what
knowledge they know the games insides outsides).

I'd rate this 6/10 due to how they made the trailer with the graphics.
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the music artist behind this game recently got called out over abuse allegations and because of this, i cannot recommend
avoiding this game and the artist behind it enough. don't buy this game and don't buy his music. thanks. It's basically
Bomberman but online
The only downside is that the combination of dashing and not having the map get smaller as time goes on is that some matches
last a litle too long
Also a suggestion to improve the character creation is to have a tile menu like the Sims, and filter between F2P/ premium skins..
Played it a little bit, downloaded a mod or two. Wait what? It's 3am?. An enjoyable puzzle game with replayability. It will take
me a good while to do each puzzle in the timed mode.. stars: 2/10
Worth mention, Simutrans is not a new title, it started back in 1997 as a hobby project and it pretty much still is, it seems more
like a learning platform for developers to test sim-ai's, than an actually game.

i've played a fair bit of openTTD and RT, so simutrans was a welcome addition to my steam library, but i quickly found myself
utterly confused and overwhelmed by the games slobbish UI, massively outdated and rubbish track laying system, horrible
player advice/notification system, did managed to get a train running, but then my patience was used up and i simply could not
be bothered to continue anymore.

This game and openTTD are legendary dinosaurs, the world have changed a lot since then, city building and simulation games
have undergone major development, the standards are much higher today, the tools are thousand times better, the expectations
of 'bare minimum' is so much higher than ever before, in this time and age, simutrans falls very short on all accounts.

i really hope developers behind simutrans and openTTD, wakes up and start looking into new technologies. we need passionate
people like this, we need more simulation games like this, but you got to follow the time your living in and stop building upon
97 code, i promise you, the "new age" is so much more fun than the old limited platforms of the 90's, and you don't have to give
up on the graphics style, 8 bit army is a good example of this.
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